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1. INTRODUCTION 2. BENEFITS OF LPSA

'Me concept of Living Probabilistic Safety Assessment 2.1 General Benefits

(LPSA) has existed for several years and reflects the desire to One of the principal benefits of LPSA is in improved plant
utilise the knowledge gained in producing PSA's for nuclear safety and awareness of risk. Updating the PSA to evaluate the
power plants, In most countries the regulator requires that effect of planned modifications ensure that the effects of the
PSA's are performed on all new nuclear power plants in order
to demonstrate that the design and operation of the plant will modification are not evaluated in isolation but take into account
meet the required safety standards. In the past, having satisfied the effect on a essential plant systems.

the regulator, these PSA's were then regarded as having served Feedback from the collection of plant reliability data can
their purpose and 'put on the shelf. identify weaknesses or pessimisms in the original failure data

In the course of time all plants undergo modification, assumptions and the LPSA can quickly assess the significance
operational procedures change and develop, and plant specific of the changes. Having assessed this significance the LPSA can
reliability data becomes available throughout the lifetime of the then be used, if necessary, to accommodate its effect by
plant. The original plant specific PSA will therefore rapidly evaluating, for example, changes in test/maintenance intervals.

become outdated and need revision. he concept of LPSA is Establishing the LPSA as a standard method, for evaluating the
therefore to provide a vehicle for evaluating the effect of plant risk benefit of implementing plant modifications on specific
changes throughout the plant's lifetime. Within the framework systems, improves the regulator's confidence that modifications
of LPSA "living' can mean anything from updating the PSA are being assessed in a comprehensive manner. This will
infrequently, e.g. as and when major design changes are establish a more efficient dialogue between the operator and the
implemented, to updating the PSA in real time as plant is made regulator. As a result of the occurrence of generic incidents the
unavailable due to maintenance or failure. regulator may request modifications to be made. Te LPSA can

Constructing and analysing plant specific PSA's takes man be used to demonstrate the effect of such an incident and may
years of effort in analysing all safety related systems. The result indicate that, due to the plant's safety systems, modification is
is a very detailed model of the interactions between systems and not required. Alternatively the LPSA may indicate a more
how they can fail. In order to gain the maximum benefit from effective modification should be implemented. The LPSA can
this extensive and detailed knowledge base, Nuclear Electric also be used to request exemptions from deterministically based
has been involved in the development of PSA codes which Technical Specifications when the change in risk is acceptable.

enable rapid assessment of PSA's. The development of such a On stations with competing financial demands on resources the
code, the Essential Systems Status Monitor (ESSM), has LPSA can be used to prioritise proposed plant changes based on
allowed interactive use of the PSA and has maximised the ALARP principles.
benefit of the knowledge held in the PSA to plan and manage
low risk maintenance strategies.

'Me paper describes how the emphasis in the development of 2.2 On-line LPSA enefits

the ESSM has been to provide the operator with an interactive Definitions of the "acceptable" combinations of plant
LPSA facility to maximise the use and benefits of the original unavailability for maintenance and testing have traditionally
PSA model to plan and manage a low risk strategy for plant been assessed prior to reactor power operation and incorporated
maintenance. 'Me paper also describes how the incorporation into the Station's Technical Specifications (Tech Specs). It must
of a graphical user interface (GUI) coupled with the extraction be demonstrated that each allowed combination is consistent
of further information held within the PSA with reliability targets in order that the overall safety
model has improved the information available to the operator. objectives are satisfied. The highly redundant and
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interconnected nature of modern nuclear power stations mean combined effect of all accident events over a year period. For
that it is not practicable to pre-assess all possible combinations Heysham 2 the design target for the total frequency of all
of plant unavailability which can be demonstrated as acceptable. accidents leading to an uncontrolled release of radioactivity to
Thus using the traditional method introduces conservatism into the environment was less than IE-6 per reactor year. In
the definition of allowed plant outage states and unnecessarily practice this is related to the all plant available condition with
limits the number of allowed combinations. This in turn an annual target of around 2E-6 (i.e. an average annual Outage
restricts the flexibility of the operators in planning the Factor of 2 used for conditions which include the expected
maintenance and testing of plant and introduces further unavailabilities of plant.
complexities and restrictions when plant faults occur. The use
of on-line LPSA can overcome these limitations permitting The deterministic criterion ensures that, taking account of the
planning of plant unavailabilities during operation, and unavailability of plant, the essential systems should at all times
interactive assessment of the effect of plant failures, without perform their overall function assuming a single credible
recourse to a limited pre-defined set of plant unavailability failure. The deterministic criterion is therefore often referred to
states. as the single failure criterion.

On-line LPSA can also be used to manage a low risk strategy The ESSM therefore incorporates both deterministic and
in the control of plant unavailability by undertaking "what if" probabilistic criteria within the system models. 'Me
assessments. With the traditional method the operator is only deterministic criterion is the overriding criterion within the
aware that he is operating within the Tech Specs and is not ESSM. This ensures that, although the advice is based on both
necessarily aware that planning a different plant unavailability deterministic and probabilistic criteria, the operator can check
combination would result in a lower risk. Planning a low risk the overriding deterministic advice against a set of deterministic
maintenance strategy means that even when plant faults occur rules wich exist in hard copy form. A useful independent
they are less likely to require urgent maintenance effort to functional check on the ESSM assessments is therefore provided
restore plant or lead to reactor shutdown. by the operator.

If the on-line LPSA is used to maintain a record of all the 3.2 ESSM Modelling
assessments of plant availability changes, then the effect of
plant unavailability on annual risk can be monitored. This in The ESSM models the PSA by fault tree analysis TA)
itself provides the ultimate safety performance indicator as it and models some 45 different initiating events and I I essential
can demonstrate that, when considering the effect of plant systems in the Heysham 2 model. The deterministic rules are
unavailability over all essential plant, the overall annual risk is also modelled using fault tree analysis techniques.
acceptable.

In order to use the ESSM interactively for planning the
Depending on the software facility used to maintain on-line unavailability of plant components the facility must also be able
LPSA, many other benefits can be realised from its use and to model all possible plant configurations as well as com onent
these are discussed further in the paper when describing the unavailabilities in order to accurately reflect plant conditions as
development of the ESSM. they occur, e.g. an 'A' Train pump is supplied by a 13' Train

electrical supply instead of the normal 'A' Train supply. This
is accomplished by including all likely plant configurations

3. ORIGINAL ESSM DEVELOPMENT within the model and allowing the operator to select any
changes in configuration from the list of possible

3.1 Safety Objectives configurations. Any changes to the normal configuration are
highlighted in the plant configuration list.

The original development of the ESSM was undertaken for
Nuclear Electric's latest Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor (AGR) In order to prevent unauthorised changes to the fault tree model
at Heysham 2 (Refs. I and 2 and has now been successfully which is used interactively on a daily basis, the ESSM is split
used for on-line operation for some years. into two modules, namely the preprocessor and the interactive

modules. The preprocessor contains the basic fault tree
The overall objective in using the ESSM to plan the structure and failure data as constructed by the fault tree
unavailability of essential post trip cooling plant at Heysham is analyst. he model undergoes several functional checks within
to ensure that the arguments, as set down in the Station Safety the preprocessor which produces coded files for input to the
Report, are always met. Another main objective of interactive module. This process ensures that the basic fault tree
implementing the facility is to give the operators more data and structure cannot be changed in the interactive module
flexibility in planning the unavailability of essential plant than by the operators, who are in general non-PSA specialists.

would traditionally have been the case. At Heysham 2 the facility is located in the control room for on-

In the UK, safety criteria for the operation of essential plant is line use by the reactor desk engineers. The facility is also
based on both deterministic and probabilistic criteria. The located in the planning office where it is used in the off-line
probabilistic criteria address both single accidents and the 'Planning Mode' to view the on-line control room current plant
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status, and to plan routine maintenance by investigating e.g. the the operator to plan a low risk maintenance strategy without
combined effects of routine maintenance coupled with existing interfering with the cumulative log which is kept for all actual
plant failures. plant unavailabilities. Maintaining a log of all actual

assessments ensures that the operator is aware of the
accumulated risk. This ensures that the operator will always be

3.3 Functionality seeking to reduce the risk, even when in Normal Maintenance
as any plant unavailability will contribute towards the annual

One of the main features of the ESSM is that it should be Outage Factor target.
capable of being used by plant operators who have no specific
training in PSA or fault tree techniques. In order to facilitate
this, the original ESSM computer facility, as cuff ently installed 4. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ESSM
at Heysham 2 has a very simple text driven interface, which
provides straightforward advice to the operator. 4.1 Background

On undertaking an assessment of plant unavailability, the ESSM With the increasing processing power of computers and the
first completes a rapid deterministic assessment. Should the introduction of graphical user interfaces (GUI's) it was obvious
plant unavailability violate the deterministic rules a message to that the wealth of knowledge and detail held within the PSA
this effect is displayed on screen. The ESSM can then offer could be released to the operator without incurring significant
advice of the various combinations of plant, which if returned processing time penalties. The main focus in the development
to service, will guarantee that the operating rules are met. If the of LPSA utilising the ESSM is to give the operator ever more
deterministic rules are met the ESSM undertakes a probabilistic information on the current state of plant and to present, in
assessment and analyses the fault tree, taking into account the schematic format, the availability of plant. Thus as well as
current plant configuration and component unavailability. simple text lists of unavailable plant, the operator is presented

with plant schematics in which unavailable plant is highlighted.
The result of the probabilistic assessment, the summated failure
frequency over all initiating events, is put in one of three A prototype ESSM with a GUI (Ref 3 demonstrated that as
maintenance categories, namely Normal Maintenance, Urgent well as retaining all the functions of the original text driven
Maintenance or Immediate Remedial Action, depending on the ESSM, significantly more information could be displayed to the
result. operator. However ongoing developments in maintenance

optimisation coupled with feedback from the prototype
The Normal Maintenance category defines the acceptable development identified further improvements in functionality
maintenance conditions in which unavailable plant can exist on were possible.
a near continuous basis. be upper limit for this maintenance
band is a factor of ten above the all plant available risk. All The original ESSM only modelled one reactor operating state
planned maintenance must exist in this category. namely the 'at power' mode. In developing the latest model of

the ESSM (ESSM V4.0) an increase in the number of operating
The Urgent Maintenance category defines acceptable plant models within the ESSM was made to cover all possible
unavailability conditions which can exist for a limited period of operating states. This provides operators with a single facility
time, namely 36 hours. The operator cannot plan to enter this for planning the unavailability of plant independent of plant
category and therefore this category is only entered should a operating state, e.g. at power, shutdown, refuelling etc. When
random plant failure occur. the reactor is shutdown it is inevitably the case that much more

plant is made unavailable for maintenance and the ESSM can
The upper limit, the Immediate Remedial Action category, is now provide a consistent means of tracking and evaluating the
never reached in practice, as the deterministic criterion imits risk of unavailable plant in this important mode.
the unavailability of plant. As with deterministic rules, violation
of this category represents an unacceptable plant unavailability
condition, and requires the operator to restore plant or 4.2 Functionality of ESSM V4.0
implement a controlled reactor shutdown.

The use of a graphical interface coupled with the
As with the deterministic assessment the operator can also introduction of increased functionality for ESSM V4.0 now
select replacement advice should the probabilistic assessment means that the facility offers the operator a much more
indicate that the current plant state is in a high risk state. The comprehensive picture of the current state of essential plant
advice given to the operator on different plant replacement systems. Figure I illustrates the additional features incorporated
combinations ensures that, whatever replacement ombination by the introduction of the GUI, i.e. those features outside the
is selected, a significant reduction in risk will result. solid rectangle

As well as the current operating mode, which reflects the Within the ESSM plant item and system unavailabilities are
current status of the plant, a Planning Mode exists in order that identified on plant schematic diagrams (see Figure 2 which
the operator can undertake 'what if' assessments. This permits give the operator a greater appreciation of the overall effect of
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unavailable plant. The current deterministic rules permitting a high PMICM ratio could mean that plant is being over
operation are continuously displayed together with the result of maintained, or it could mean that it is a safety significant
the last risk assessment and the remaining allowed outage time component. If the importance listings indicated that the
(AOT). This approach differs from the text driven version component was not significant, this would imply that the
where the results of probabilistic assessments are quoted in component was being over maintained. However if this was
terms of maintenance bands. The AOT is calculated as that time true of a number of components, then before increasing the
for which the point risk associated with a particular plant maintenance intervals on all these components, further ESSM
outage results in a predetermined small contribution to the studies would be required to determine the combined effect on
acceptable annual frequency. safety.

The result of a probabilistic assessment can be used to display
two importance listings. Plant components can be ordered 4.4 Investigation or Safety System Performance
according to Fussell Vesely type importance indicating the most Indicators
critical components contributing to the overall risk frequency
from the plant outage combination in question. Components can In order to model deterministic rules the ESSM utifises
also be ordered according to Birnbaum importance which will fault tree analysis techniques and monitors the state of the fault
indicate to the operator the most critical items which, should tree gates, i.e. available/not available. In ESSM V4.0 use is
they fail, will result in the largest increase in risk. The operator made of this technique to monitor the availability of selected
can therefore instigate a monitoring policy for these identified gates.
critical plant components. Depending on the structure of the fault tree, these gates can be

used to represent anything from plant component to system
Increased use is made of the historical logs, which have always unavailability.
been part of the ESSM, to permit interactive display of the
following:- As already mentioned the ESSM provides the ultimate Safety

Historical risk plots over periods of either a System Performance Indicator (SSPI) in the form of the
year month or day. historical risk plot, an example of which is shown in Figure 3

containing test data. However using the gate availability method
Safety System Performance Indicators the user can also select the components or sub-systems to be

monitored. In the ESSM the unavailability is then calculated

Corrective to Preventative Maintenance Ratios over a running year period.

The benefits and use of the above records are discussed in the Two SSPI statistics are generated, namely a maintenance SSPI
following sections. and a failure SSPL The maintenance SSPI monitors the

unavailable time due solely to maintenance activities. The

An off-line facility to undertake precursor event analysis has failure SSPI is derived from the period of unavailability due to
also been introduced. This will allow the operators to use failures. However since sub-system unavailability may be due
feedback from incidents on other stations as well as their own to maintenance activities as well as component failures, such an
to determine the effect of such an incident on their system. unavailability combination will contribute to the failure SSPL

For stations which have traditional Tech Specs, a facility to link ne status of the selected 'availability' gates which represent
plant components with their associated Tech Specs and display plant component and sub-system availability is permanently
the required text has been introduced. The facility can also displayed to the operator. Should a plant component or sub-
display all components associated with a particular Tech Spec. system become unavailable this will be highlighted. If a

subsystem is highlighted as unavailable, the operator has the

'Me ESSM has been developed to provide a generic LPSA ability to view the plant components which contribute to the
facility which can be adapted to any type of reactor as well as unavailability. He can therefore determine whether the
complex process plants which have redundancy in safety unavailability is due to maintenance, failures or a combination

systems. of both.

There are therefore two main benefits'of the SSPI analysis, as

4.3 Maintenance Optimisation Opportunities included in the ESSM. The first is that the calculated SSPI's
will be dependent on system redundancy, which will vary

In the ESSM a continuous record is maintained of the between systems and also between different station designs.
number of times plant components are made unavailable due to This is considered a significant improvement on the use of
either corrective or preventative maintenance. These statistics existing rules which take no account of different levels of
are used to compile preventative to corrective maintenance redundancy. he other main benefit is that the operator will be
(PM/CM) ratios. These ratios can be used in conjunction with able to interactively monitor the unavailability of a subsystem.
the importance functions to determine whether plant This gives the operator the ability to detect any increase in
components are being under or over maintained. For example unavailability at an early stage and investigate the root causes.
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4.5 PRECURSOR EVENT ANALYSIS stations is not cost effective. A version is currently being
produced for off-line use on an older station. Due to the

The precursor event analysis is undertaken in the off-line benefits which the ESSM can bring in terms of increased
Planning Mode. The operator selects the most likely initiating knowledge of the impact of plant unavailability there is still
event which models the precursor event. In many cases the much to be gained from implementing the ESSM to run in
selected initiating event will not exactly model the precursor tandem with traditional Tech Specs. It will still aid maintenance
event. However by making components unavailable the operator planning personnel to move away from a culture of 'meeting

the rules' to an awareness of risk and the ability to plan low
will be able mimic the consequences of the event as well as risk maintenance strategies. Indication of where the Tech Specs
taking into account plant components which were unavailable are overly conservative will be highlighted therefore allowing
before and during the event. use of the ESSM to request exemptions from Th Specs.

The ESSM calculates two statistics for this analysis namely the The use of the ESSM to undertake precursor analysis is an off-
Outage Factor and the Precursor Factor. The Outage Factor is line task and as such does not require the ESSM to be
simply the normal outage factor, i.e. the risk taking into implemented in an on-line manner.
account the plant made unavailable, divided by the all plant
available risk. The Precursor Factor is evaluated as the Outage In stations which have numerous Tech Specs linking plant
Factor plus the contribution from the precursor initiating event components to several different Tech Specs, the ESSM can still
risk (with a frequency of one) which is divided by the all plant be of value in identifying all Tech Specs associated with a
available risk and factored by the period at risk. The Precursor particular component, and displaying the text of the individual
Factor therefore gives a measure of the increase in annual risk Tech Specs.
should such an event occur. This will aid decision making over
whether modifications to plant systems or procedures are
necessary to prevent such a precursor event. 7. CONCLUSIONS

development of the ESSM as a LPSA has demonstrated
5. METHOD OF CONTROL OF ESSM V4.0 that the detailed knowledge base inherent in a PA study can

offer significant advantages to the operator in controlling and
ESSM uses 'mouse' control to select the desired planning the unavailability of plant on a day to day basis.

operation as required, e.g. Assess, Recommend, Status etc. A
detailed schematic is shown in Figure 2 and contains detailed The ESSM has demonstrated that, providing a suitable interface
representations of the plant systems and components analysed is provided, it is possible for non-PSA specialists to use LPSA
in the fault tree model. The availability status of plant items is as a means of planning an effective low risk maintenance
identified by one of three colours, i.e whether it is available, strategy.
failed or being maintained. The availability of support systems
to components is separately identified by the use of colour Although there are clear benefits of using the ESSM in an on-
coding. The operator is therefore able to see at a glance from line mode, it has been demonstrated that the ESSM can be used
the schematic display the status of all plant components in a in conjunction with traditional deterministically based Tech
system. Specs. Such use will enhance the operator's perspective of

unavailable plant, and permit him to make requests for
Plant Status Lists can be displayed in which the status of plant exemptions from Tech Specs, which are shown to be overly
components are identified by colour coding as above. Changes Conservative.
to the availability status of plant components are implemented
from pop-up windows which can be selected from either the Use of the ESSM by station operators has shown that there is
Plant Status Lists or from the plant component representation a positive move away from the culture of simply 'meeting the
('gadget') in the detailed system schematics. rules' to an increased awareness of risk.

Changes to the configuration of plant (e.g. opening/closing The ESSM is capable of being adapted to any type of reactor
sectioning valves) are implemented from the list of all possible system.
plant configurations and changes to the standard set-up are
highlighted in the list. S. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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Although most benefit from LPSA can be gained from on-
line use this does not prevent the ESSM from being used in an
off-line mode. It may be that the case for replacing the existing
Tech Specs and implementing on-line use of the ESSM in older
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